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Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in April

Audyo

April Deal
Statistics

Only three
deals this
month that
scored over
80!

Chalo

Upside

Total Deals Announced

147

Non-US Deals

54

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Accel

Added to our Watch list

3

Stage of Investments
Seed Round

39

C Round

21

A Round

55

Other

22

B Round

32
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Audyo - 78/100

A platorm for easily converting written content into spoken content

Round Size

$1 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

General Catalyst

Location

Newark, Delaware, USA

Total Raised

$1.85 Million

Is there really a Newark in Delaware? Evidently there is, and it contains a company called Audyo.ai that
received a small seed investment from General Catalyst. Audio will always be important because it is
something people can do while doing something else, and listeners actively share good audio content.
In a first, Audyo turns any written content into audio by using AI voice-generated audio. That means you
can have your favorite Substack or blog, or the written text of your choice, and convert it into audio for
your listening convenience. We all love podcasts, and this would allow us to determine for ourselves the
content we most wanted to listen to and learn from. The AI reader sounds great, possibly superior to
many inexpert narrators. The company may be the first to intro this capability, but couldn't someone else
offer a similar capability? But is this or can this be a winner-takes-most opportunity? That was the question
we dwelled on. There is a clearly andgrab here the first to partner with the most creators so we ended up
at (8/10) on this dimension. In terms of viral growth and distribution, we scored it (9/10) in the belief that
word should spread as anyone with a blog or other online written content should clearly see the benefit
and relative ease of preparing an audyo version of their posts.
This is clearly something that we think people will want, so we rated PM Fit (8/10) as its only seed stage
and could revise upwards as time reveals more. The Market Size (10/10) is enormous for podcasts, and as
a software business it receives the blessing of the Holy Trinity with straight 10s for Gross Margin,
Organizational and Operational Scalability.
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Chalo - 90/100
Chalo develops a transport application that delivers real-time transit
information.

Round Size

$13.9 Million

Investment Series

Unknown

Noted Investors

Lightrock, Matrix Partners

Location

Mumbai, India

Total Raised

$60.9 Million

Chalo is one of those rare businesses that scores over 90.
Chalo works with urban transit bus companies in the Indian market and provides them with an app that
brings them into the modern age by allowing them to publish their routes, share real-time updates on bus
locations, and sell tickets. Riders across India who've lacked access to this information until now should want
this service that all of a sudden enables buses to become like Uber and riders don't need cash. As a result,
we see a huge land grab opportunity here (9/10) to be the first to get the primary transportation providers in
a given city onboarded, after which there should be user lock in-- after all, how many such apps would the
cities (or the users) want to work with?
The bus companies themselves will assist with distribution and this should move quickly as passengers sees
the adverts on buses and learn about the service and tell others (10/10). Chalo is well on its way to adoption
and while this is still an earlier round we awarded it (9/10). Market Size and Gross Margin are both (10/10).
As a consumer facing app, they will have to deal with their fair share of customer issues with schedules,
ticketing, safety and security, etc that cause us to penalize them on Oranizational Scalability (8/10). Similarly,
we can't give them full points for Operational Scalability (9/10) because, while we don't know for certain how
they're actually doing it (IoT / hardware?) they clearly need a robust system to track the buses and that
creates real world complexity.
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Upside - 92/100

App that allows users to earn cash back at merchants

Round Size

$65 Million

Investment Series

Series D

Noted Investors

General Catalyst

Location

Washington DC, USA

Total Raised

$215 Million

Upside offers rewards / rebates for spending money at nearby participating merchants. Previous companies
in this genre include iDine, Transmedia and Shopkick. This is a late stage (Series D) deal done by General
Catalyst, with Bessemer participating in prior rounds. The app offers location-aware mobile-first discounts
and flash promotions, fast turnaround, etc.
Upside should be able to avoid the fate of Groupon -- which failed due to poor PM Fit that was not good for
the consumer and was a terrible loser for merchants -- because there's a delicate balance between rewards
large enough to appeal to consumers and small enough to be economically viable and sustainable for the
merchants, and they seem to be balancing this well (for example, 25 cents off a gallon of gas) and users have
earned over $200M to date in rewards.
There are may winner-takes-most (10/10) elements taking place here, including marketplace selection driven
by consumers wanting to join the platform with the most merchants, and merchants choosing the one with
the most consumers, and a land grab opportunity to be the first to sign them all up. There are local network
effects on a city-by-city basis since geography matters here in the majority of in-person use cases. In the
case of viral growth and distribution (9/10), there is no visible viral component to this, but that could yet be
added--just imagine how much larger this could still become if users could earn a piece of the action for what
their friends consumed. PM Fit (9/10) was great--we tried the product ourselves -- and everyone wants
discounts!
Gross Margin, Organizational Scalability and Operational Scalability are straight 10s. This is late, and the
valuation may have surpassed our threshold, but we still felt it was worth highlighting because it really takes a
lot to squeeze out a blitzscaling score of 92/100.
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April Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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